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This is indeed a happy occasion for the World Bank. In our operations 

we have endeavored to establish a good working rela tionship with the private 

investment market . In fa.ct , I believe, that the closeness of the relation-

ship developed between the Eank and the private market is one of the best 

measures of the success and va,lue of the work in which we are engaged. 

Today, I believe, we are taking the most important single step so far 

along these lines, in that our ioan and the new issue, being underwritten 

by seventy-one investment firms in the United States, are two parts of a 

single operation: A borrowing of $50,000,000 by Belgium to finance the im

provement of her waterways a nd the Port of Antwerp. Nothing like this has 

been done before. 

I should like to point out also that for the first time in twenty-eight 

yea rs, an i ssue of Eelgian Government bonds is appearing on the new issues 

market in t he United States. 

From our point of view, t he most pleasing aspect of today's busi."less is 

the way it serves the objectives of the World Bank. Our principal business 
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now is the financing of development or economic improvement in our member 

countries. This we are doing directly by means of our t20,ooo,ooo loan to 

Belgium for watel'\'lrays and port improvements. 

The Bank 's charter requires it to promote and encourage private foreign 

investment. Previously, we have been modestly successful in doing this 

through private placements of our borrowers' obligations with institutional 

investors both in the United States and abroad; and through institutional 

participations in some of our loan operations. This is the first time in 

which we have been a part of a joint operation which, in addition to our 

loan, included the flotation of a new public bond issue by our borrower. 

I should like to thank the officials of the Belgian Government and the 

representatives of the underwriters who worked har d and long to make the 

joint bond issue and loan possible. This deal has in fact proved so satis

factory that we are already looking forward to possible similar transactions 

in the future where again we will be prj.vileged to work with the investment 

banking community. 


